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by Glenn Baxter, P.E., K1MAN

[Edited for relevance and brevity]

I have just finished word for word reading of The Life of Riley, including all 
footnotes...   There are various and very serious defects in this... document.

FIRST

The most serious fault regards the concept of "frequency ownership." The problem 
with Karol is that the Polish calling frequency on 14.273 MHz. came into conflict 
with K1MAN and IARN on 14.275 MHz... 

The Polish calling frequency on 14.273 MHz. is too close, and the logical thing to 
do would be to move to 14.272 MHz... 

Another idea would be to move the Polish calling frequency to 14.272.5 MHz...

I do remember some discussions with representatives from the Polish group, and their
position seemed to be "We will not move, you move..." or something to that effect.

Was Karol also sick on the day they taught law at law school?

The "Life of Riley" asks Hollingsworth to get into a juvenile frequency dispute turf
battle...

Karol mixes his issues and the net result is his Polish friends are involved with 
something that could have been avoided years ago by sliding down to 14.272 MHz... 

SECOND

Karol is very "anti American," it seems... Bad image for Karol if he want to 
constructively and therefore effectively criticise the U.S.   We can take it; we 
need it actually!   Also, ethnic slurs against "Red Necks" and "Stupid Land" and how
dumb ALL Americans are is not too smart as far as amateur radio public relations 
goes...   Such generalizations are taken quite seriously by many if not most.   How 
about "All Canadians are stupid" or "All Polak's are  stupid." Ouch!   See what I 
mean?

THIRD

Personal attacks (weight, mental problems, intelligence, etc.) against anyone is 
always a sign that you are losing your fight.   Not a winning strategy, in my view.

FOURTH

Karol needs to define his goal or goals.   These are quite unclear to me... If Karol
wants to "nix" the U.S., he will lose.   We have the aircraft carriers,
remember?   Sam and John Adams and company set up a pretty powerful group down here 
in America and we are not done yet!

FIFTH

Karol should reign in his "potty mouth" on amateur radio.   It makes him, his 
military college, Poland, and Canada look very bad.   His
childish references to "sucking" or otherwise "doing" Riley in the bath house are 
illegal here in the U.S....
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FINALLY

Karol can do better and fix things by acting better in public.   His intellect and 
wit are awesome.   Clean it up, Karol, define your goals, and we can make one hell 
of a difference in both amateur radio and in the lives of all of our listeners.... 
Carpe diem!

Trying to set me up for a weapons conflict with the government here at K1MAN... Not 
very smart, Karol!  

We Americans are not as stupid as you suggest. You are not as smart as you think... 
I am at Level I... you are at Level V or posibly as low as Level XX.

I think you are all wound up with anti American sentiments and it is clouding your 
judgment.   Come down and sit in my chair for a day and see just how smart you 
really are!   You would go down, and hard, here on our U.S. playing field, and fast.
  Yes, you have "free" health care but no aircraft carriers.   Your kids and adults 
are not in Iraq. Good for you.... We don't plan to let punks like Hitler and Stalin 
(or Saddam, or anyone else) gang rape our mothers!

Don't like America?   Just wait...

73 and GL de K1MAN 
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